
Raphaology Elements 
Derived from natural healing modalities practiced in Egyptian, Inkan, Oriental, Viking, and Red 
Man cultures Raphaology embodies the ancient healing arts of our ancestors who lived in 
harmony with the earth and enjoyed long lives without any of the modern-day dis-eases that 
plague us today. 

There are four distinctive components to the natural healing of RAPHAOLOGY Medicine - all of 
which benefit bodily functions, mind processes, hormonal and emotional balance, and the return 
of all abilities; sensory and extra-sensory. 

4 Elements of Raphaology 

Herbs: Peak Frequency Plant Medicine 

Is the study and practice of how peak frequency phyto-ceutical herbs work with the natural 
chemistry of the body to repair, balance, and stimulate specific organs, emotions, thinking 
capacity, energy, and endurance to assist people in obtaining their peak, limitless performance. 
Using this quality of herbs instead of synthetic chemicals will heal the body without side effects 
and restore complete health and natural well being. 

Food: Whole Spectrum Phyto-Nutrition  

Is the use of peak quality foods; phyto-nutrients, which supply the body with optimal fuel for 
every known and unknown function.  Learn to obtain peak physical performance by helping the 
body replace it’s stored, low quality, and partially toxic nutrients (which cause disease and loss of 
energy) with food that is loaded with life force and accelerating energy.  Experience weight loss 
by utilizing essential fatty acids that will remove stored fats in body tissues or body building with 
peak nutrients to sculpt and define. With the provided food list you can learn to compose 
exciting and delicious breakfasts, lunches and dinners to obtain the performance level desired.  

Interactive Determination (I.D.) Therapy  

Is the modern healing art developed from several indigenous practices like: Egyptian foot zone 
therapy, Tribal Shamanism, Incan nerve reflexes, and Chinese pressure point arts where reactive 
areas of the body are used as a map to communicate with every organ and body part as they are 
attached to nerve pathways that surface on the skin. By targeting specific organs and hormone 
glands, I. D. Therapy will show just what imbalances and light frequency deficiencies are 
present, and exactly what color frequency in plants and foods are necessary to restore full 
spectrum light to the electro-magnetic (aura) life-force field. 

Light: Color Therapy 

Is the healing practice which recognizes the specific vibrational frequencies of each color of light. 
Research has shown that different tissues and organs respond to those specific color frequencies 
whether they come from sun-light, clothing, foods, plants, or animals. With every degree of ill 
health, various vibrational disturbances in the individual life force field is present. Introducing 
different color vibrations to the auric field will eliminate the disturbance and rebalance organ 
functions to peak capacity. 



We are Comprised of Elements 

The human body is created of cells of all types: tissue, bone, muscle, organ, hair, etc. More than 
that, the body is also electro-magnetic in nature.  Overall the body is a living, energetic miracle! 
If you take into consideration that we each started out as a single cell which divided into two, 
then four, and so on, did you ever stop to wonder how the division of all those cells knew to 
separate into the individual forms and features of our body? Or that each individual body cell 
contains enough information to totally reproduce you in your entirety? The answer is that every 
cell is loaded with information, intelligence, and living energy. Each and every cell knows what it 
is doing, and how to do it. If the body’s cells know how to create its self, it certainly knows how 
to heal its self. This is evidenced every time your skin heals from a cut, burn, bruise or rash. If 
your external tissues prove to you on a daily basis that they repair damage before your very eyes, 
is it not possible that this process can also take place in the organs and systems on the inside of 
your body? Could it be possible that your body knows enough to heal each dis-ease and be 
immune to every dis-ease? Our answer is a resounding YES! With Raphaology providing the 
natural healing resources, everything becomes possible. 
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